Study on the concentration effects in size exclusion chromatography VII. A quantitative verification for the model theory of concentration and molecular mass dependences of hydrodynamic volumes for polydisperse polymers.
A model theory of concentration effects for polydisperse polymers was proposed in 1988. It is successful in relating the concentration of the injected solution to the effective hydrodynamic volumes of peak, the retention volumes of peak and the polydispersity index (Dc = (Vhcw)/(Vhcn) of hydro-dynamic volume distribution for polydisperse polymers at a given concentration. The dependence of the concentration of injected polymer solution on the effective hydrodynamic volumes, the retention volumes of peak and the polydispersity index of hydrodynamic volume distribution for narrow disperse and polydisperse polystyrene, poly(dodecyl methacrylate), poly(tridecyl methacrylate) and poly(methyl methacrylate) in tetrahydrofuran solvent were studied. The proposed theory was verified by these experimental data. Results show that the proposed theory can predict the concentration effects in GPC for polydisperse polymers quantitatively and can provide a theoretical foundation for the two methods of calibrating the universal calibration curves with polydisperse polymers and of determining the second virial coefficients (A2) of polymers. It is found that the determined values of A2 for narrow disperse and polydisperse polymers by the proposed method are in agreement with those obtained by the LALLS method, and the two universal calibration curves with narrow disperse and polydisperse polymers are in excellent agreement.